Bluetooth. The DG-1000 is the first air-flow and pressure gauge on the market to feature Bluetooth. By taking advantage of this wireless technology instead of the gauge’s standard WiFi, users have full access to all features of their devices, such as apps and email. The connection range is similar to WiFi, so professionals can move freely around the building they’re testing. For more information on The Energy Conservatory visit www.energyconservatory.com.

**OVERHEAD DOOR BRAND** has launched RapidFreeze 997—an interior fabric high-speed freezer and cooler door that features an insulated curtain along with other cutting-edge engineering design elements, providing a thermal barrier to prevent conductive or convective cooling loss across the door. RapidFreeze 997 joins Overhead Door Brand’s lineup of Interior High Speed Fabric Doors, filling the market’s need for a door built on application-based configurations proven to help address various temperature-dependent site problems before they can occur. As a complement to the durability of the system, this door is equipped for tough operation with curtain breakaway in both directions, complemented with electronic reset. With an opening speed of up to 80 in./sec., the RapidFreeze 997 is built for fast, high-cycle operation thanks to its specialized design that supports minimal interruptions for maintenance as well as minimized wear and tear, and its variable frequency that eliminates sudden jolts from door start and stop. For more information, please visit Overhead Door at overheddoor.com.

**JOHNSON CONTROLS-HITACHI AIR CONDITIONING** introduces the Hitachi Water Source Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) heat pump and heat recovery systems. The new multimodule systems offer the capability of connecting multiple single-module units, ranging from 6-48 tons. In addition to the benefits of VRF technology, these new compact systems deliver reduced first costs, compact size that enhances exterior appearance while eliminating outdoor noise, and design flexibility through a variety of configurations. The systems are ideal for projects with limited space such as high-rise buildings, office buildings, architecturally restricted properties, and apartments. Additional information about Johnson Controls-Hitachi Air Conditioning can be found at www.johnsoncontrols.com.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, email Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.
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